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A chain 1G G   G G of subgroups of a group G is0 1 n
called smooth if G is a maximal subgroup of G for all i and if thei i1
   4interval G G  HG G HG of all subgroups betweenik i i ik
 G and G is isomorphic to G 1 for all i, k	 such that i k n.i ik k
 The group G is called smooth if it has a smooth chain. In 3 we showed
that a finite abelian p-group is smooth if and only if it is of type
Ž  . Ž  
1.  p , . . . , p or p , . . . , p for some  1. In 4 we determined all
Ž .finite smooth groups except the nonabelian smooth p-groups; the latter
 ones were investigated by Schnabel 5 .
If 1G   G G is a smooth chain in the nonabelian p-group0 n
 G, it is clear that every G is smooth and it was shown in 4, Lemma 3.2i
that G G for all i. Since the structure of abelian smooth p-groups isi 
known, it is natural to try to describe G in terms of the maximal abelian
group G in a smooth chain. In doing this, Schnabel used the slightlym
stronger smoothness condition that G G G for all i, k	 suchik i k
that i k n; we shall call such chains strongly smooth. His main result is
  r
1    Ž .  rthat G  p G if  G  p and that the nilpotency class of G ism m
at most 2; however, he was only able to prove this for strongly smooth
chains under the additional assumptions that p 2 if m 2 r and that
Exp G  p2 if G is elementary abelian. In the other cases, nothing ism1 m
known about the structure of G.
We want to show in this note that if G is elementary abelian, thenm
  Ž s1.m sG  p where s is the smallest integer such that 2 m. Similar
Ž .bounds hold in the other cases rm 2 r and p 2 not covered by
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Schnabel’s result. Our bound might not be the best possible, but we show
that for every prime p there exist infinitely many m with smooth groups
G of order p2 m and G elementary abelian; so Schnabel’s formulam
  2 m
1G  p does not hold in this case.
In the whole paper, p is a prime and r, m, n	; furthermore, G is a
finite p-group and
K : 1G G   G G0 1 n
is a maximal chain in G. We let C be the cyclic group of order p and Dp 8
Ž . Ž Ž ..be the dihedral group of order 8, and write S m, p resp. T m, p for the
Ž .class of p-groups G with a smooth resp. strongly smooth chain K such
Ž .that G is elementary abelian and G is nonabelian. Of course T m, pm m1
Ž . S m, p and there are smooth groups which are not strongly smooth;
² p3 p2 p2 c 1p:G a, b , c  a  b  c  1, ab ba, ac ca, b  b
is an example for every prime p 2. For the chain
² p2: ² p2 p: ² p2 p p: ² p p p:1 a  a , b  a , b , c  a , b , c
² p p: ² p : a , b , c  a , b , c G
Ž  .is smooth since by Iwasawa’s and Baer’s theorems see 2, pp. 55 and 94 ,
² p : ² p2:a , b, c  a is a modular group lattice-isomorphic to the abelian
² p p: Ž 2 2 .group a , b, c of type p , p , p , but G cannot be strongly smooth
 since by 5, Korollar 2.3 , G is contained in every strongly smooth chain
Ž 3 2 .and GG is of type p , p , p .
1. THE UPPER BOUND
Ž . Ž .We shall need the iterated Frattini subgroups  G defined by  Gi 0
Ž . Ž Ž ..G and  G    G for all i	. Furthermore we need thei i
1
 following result which was proved in 4, Lemma 3.2 .
Ž .LEMMA 1. If K is a smooth chain in the p-group G, then  G 	 K and
G G for all i.i 
Now we can prove the announced result.
THEOREM 1. Let m 2 and s be the smallest integer such that 2 sm.
Ž .   Ž s1.mIf G	 S m, p , then G  p .
  n Ž .Proof. Let G  p , let G	 S m, p , let K be a smooth chain of the
Ž .considered type in G, and suppose, for a contradiction, that n s 1 m.
Ž . Ž .Since G G, also C G G and GC G is isomorphic to am G m G m 
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Ž .p-subgroup of Aut G GL m, p . It is well known that a Sylow p-sub-m
Ž . group P of GL m, p has Frattini length s. In fact, see 1, Chapter III,
 Ž s. Ž i. Ž i1.16.216.5 , P  1 and P P is generated by elements of order p
and hence is elementary abelian for all i. This property clearly is inherited
by subgroups and so there are normal subgroups N of G such thati
Ž .GN N   N  C G and NN is elementary abelian.0 1 s G m i i1
Ž . Ž .A simple induction shows that  G N for all i and hence  G i i s
Ž .C G .G m
Since K is smooth, GG is elementary abelian and GG isn
m n
m
1
not, since it is lattice-isomorphic to G . Therefore Lemma 1 shows thatm1
Ž . Ž . G  G and, similarly,  G  G for 1  i  s. Sincen
m i n
im
Ž . Ž . Ž .n s 1 m, it follows that G G   G  C G . Thusm1 n
sm s G m
G is abelian, a contradiction.m1
m  Ž .  rIf A is an abelian group of order p ,  A  p and rm 2 r, then
² : ² : Ž . 2 Ž .A a   a where o a  p for 1 im
 r and o a  p1 r i i
Ž Ž .. Ž .for m
 r i r. Then  C  A Aut A and Aut A  is aAut A 
Ž . subgroup of GL r, p . If 	  and a	 A, then a  ab for some b	 A
p Ž . p Ž p. Ž  . p p pand since a 	 A , it follows that a  a  a  a b . Thus
p Ž . Ž .b  1 and  multiplies every a 1 im
 r by some b 	 A .i i
Conversely, every such map extends to an automorphism in , and since
these automorphisms commute, we see that  is elementary abelian of
order pr Žm
r .. Therefore the Frattini length of a p-subgroup of Aut A is at
most t 1 where t is the smallest integer such that 2 t r. So the proof of
Ž .Theorem 1 yields the following result which handles for p 2 the
remaining cases not covered by Schnabel’s theorem.
THEOREM 2. Let rm 2 r and t be the smallest integer such that
2 t r. If K is a smooth chain in the p-group G such that G is abelian andm
 Ž .  r   m Ž t1. rG is not abelian and if  G  p , then G  p .m1 m
  n Ž .Proof. Let G  p and suppose that nm t 1 r. As in the
Ž . Ž .proof of Theorem 1 we obtain that  G  C G . By Lemma 1t1 G m
applied to G , the maximal elementary abelian subgroup in K is of orderm
r Ž .p . Hence  G G for 1 i t 1 and we obtain thati n
i r
G G   G  C G .Ž . Ž .m1 n
Ž t1. r t1 G m
Again G is abelian, a contradiction.m1
  4 Ž .   9Remark. Theorem 1 yields that G  p if G	 S 2, p and G  p if
Ž . Ž .G	 S 3, p . It is easy to see that there are groups even in T 2, p of order
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4 Ž .p if p 2 see Lemma 2 . However we show that
Ž . Ž .a GD if G	 S 2, 2 and8
Ž .   8 Ž .b G  p if G	 S 3, p .
So our bound in Theorem 1 does not seem to be best possible.
Ž .Proof. a Since D is smooth and the quaternion group is not, D is8 8
Ž .the only nonabelian smooth group of order 8. Suppose that G	 S 2, 2
 and G  16 and let K be a smooth chain of the considered type in G.
Then G GG D . The cyclic group X of order 4 in G is character-3 1 8 3
Ž .istic in G ; hence G   G  XG and so XG is the unique3 1 3 1
minimal normal subgroup of the dihedral group GG . By Lemma 1,1
X	 K. Therefore G  X is cyclic, a contradiction.2
Ž . Ž .b Let G	 S 3, p , let K be a smooth chain of the considered type,
  9and suppose that G  p .
Ž .If p 2, then GC G is elementary abelian or nonabelian of orderG 3
3  Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž .p and exponent p. So  G :  G  C G  p and since  G G ,G 3 6
 Ž .  2 Ž . Ž .it follows that G C G  p . Thus G   G  C G and hence7 G 3 4 7 G 37
G is abelian, the usual contradiction.4
 Ž .  Ž .If p 2, then G : C G  2 since G G and hence G   G G 2 2 6
Ž . Ž .C G . Since G is nonabelian and  G G has order 2, there is aG 2 4 4 1
cyclic normal subgroup of order 4 in G which is inverted by G . It follows4 3
   that G D  C . Since G G  G 1 , there exists x	G such4 8 2 6 2 4 6
2 2 Ž .that x 	G G . So x  Z G and hence there exists a	G of order3 2 4 4
² 2: ² 2: ² : Ž .4 such that a, x D and G  a, x  c where o c  2. Then8 4
Ž . ² 2 : ² :G  Z G  a , c ; hence G  a G G and since two of the2 4 2 2 4
three subgroups strictly between G and G are elementary abelian, it2 4
² : ² : ² : x 	 
  4follows that a  c  a G G. So a  a c where 		 1,
12 
 4 x Ž . x 2and 
	 0, 1 , and c  c since G  Z G , but this implies that a  a,2 6
2 8² :  contradicting the fact that a, x D . Thus G  2 .8
2. LOWER BOUNDS
Ž .To obtain lower bounds for the maximal order of groups in S m, p or
Ž .T m, p , we have to construct some examples.
LEMMA 2. Let p 2.
Ž . 4 Ž .i There are precisely three groups of order p in T 2, p , namely the
. . .   ² p2 p pgroups 9 , 10 , and 12 in 1, p. 347 : R  a, b, c  a  b  c 
  c c  p :a, b  1, a  ab, b  a b where  1 or  is a quadratic non-
² : ² :residue modulo p and S A x where A a, b, c is elementary abelian
3 Ž . x x xof order p , o x  p and a  a, b  ab, and c  bc.
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Ž . ² : ² : ² :ii Let T A x, y where A a, b, c, d and x, y are elemen-
4 2 ² :tary abelian of order p and p , respectiely, and x, y Aut A operates on
A in the following way:
ax a, b x ab, c x c, d x cd ,
a y  a, b y  b , c y  ac, d y  bd.
Ž .   6Then T	 T 3, p and T  p .
Ž . ² : ² : ² : Ž .iii Let H A b where A a   a with o a  41 m
1 i
Ž . b 
1 Ž .for 1 im
 1, o b  2, and a  a for all a	 A. Then H	 T m, 2
  2 m
1and H  2 .
Ž . ² 4 2 4  2    2  iv Let N a, b, y  a  b  y  a , y  1, a, b  a , b, y
2   2 2: ² : 2 a , a, y  a y and let MN z where z  b and z induces the
automorphism  in N gien by a ay2, b b, and y y
1 b. Then
Ž .   6N, M	 T 3, 2 and M  2 .
Ž . 4  Proof. i All groups of order p are given in 1, pp. 346349 . It is
clear that the chains
² p: ² p : ² p :1 a  a , b  a , b , c  R
and
² : ² : ² :1 a  a, b  a, b , x  S
are strongly smooth since all factor groups of order p3 are nonabelian of
exponent p, and it is easy to check that there are no other groups of order
4 Ž .p in T 2, p .
Ž . x y y xii Since d  abcd d , x and y are commuting automor-
² :phisms of order p of A so that the semidirect product T A x, y exists
6 ² : ² :and has order p . We consider the chain through T  a , T  a, c ,1 2
² : ² : ² :T  a, b, c , T  a, b, c, x , and T  A x . It is clear that T , T T ,3 4 5 3 4 1
² : ² :T T , and T T are elementary abelian. Further T  a, b, x  c ,5 2 6 3 4
² : ² : ² : ² :T T  c, d, x T T  bT , and T T  b, d, y T T  xT5 1 1 1 1 6 2 2 2 2
all are isomorphic to X C where X is nonabelian of order p3 andp
² :exponent p. Finally, writing tT  t for t	 T , c, x, b, y is elementary1

1 ² :abelian and d operates on this group as x does on a, b, c, d . Thus
TT  T and the chain is strongly smooth.1 5
Ž . ² 2 2 :iii The obvious chain through H  a , . . . , a , b , H m 1 m
1 i
² 2 2: ² :a , . . . , a , and H  a , . . . , a H for 1 im
 1 is strongly1 i mi 1 i m
smooth since every factor group of order at most 2 m is elementary abelian
and those of order 2 m i are semidirect products of isomorphic abelian
groups by inverting involutions.
Ž . ² 2 :iv The given relations obviously imply that a , y is a normal
  5subgroup of order at most 8 and index at most 4 in N. Hence N  2 and
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we, conversely, construct a group of order 25 satisfying the given relations.
² : ² : Ž .For this we start with M  a, b  c D  C where o a  4,4 8 2
Ž . Ž . b 
1o b  o c  2, and a  a . This group has an automorphism  of
order 2 given by a a
1c, b  a2 b, and c  c; thus there exists an
² : 2extension M M y where y  c and y operates as  on M .5 4 4
4  2    2   2 2 2Clearly, y  1 a , y , b, y  a , and a, y  a c a y . So NM5
has order 25. Since

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1ac, y b  ca by acy b a by ayb
22
1 
1 
1 a ba cb c ac y b ,Ž . Ž .
the elements a ac, b b, and y y
1 b of M satisfy the defining5
relations of N and hence there is an automorphism  of M mapping the5
 2 Ž 
1 . b generators in this way. Clearly, y  y b  y and since c 
Ž 
1 .2 2  2 
1 by b  a c, we also have a  a  a . Hence there finally exists an
² : 2extension MM z where z  b and z operates as  on M .5 5
² 2: ² 2 : ² 2 :We let M  a , M  a , c , and M  a , b, c and claim that1 2 3
the chain 1M   M M is strongly smooth. Since  and  fix1 6
M , . . . , M , all these subgroups are normal in M. Furthermore, clearly,1 4
M , M M , M M , and MM are elementary abelian. For x	M,3 4 1 5 2 3
write x xM . Then1
² : ² :M M  y , a  b D  C M5 1 8 2 4
 2  2    c 2 2    c and since y , z  a , y, ac  y, a  a y , ac, z  a, z c, z 
2 2 2 2 2 y a , and y, z  y b y z , the elements y, ac, z of MM satisfy the1
defining relations of N. So there is an isomorphism  : M MM such5 1
   2 Ž .that a  y, b  ac, and y  z. Then a  c and  induces an
isomorphism from M M onto MM . Thus our chain is strongly smooth5 1 2
Ž .and since M is nonabelian, M	 T 3, 2 .4
We need two simple results on direct products of strongly smooth
groups.
Ž .LEMMA 3 Schnabel . If 1 A    A  A is a strongly smooth0 t
chain in the p-group A and G is a direct product of finitely many groups all
isomorphic to A or A , then G is strongly smooth.t
1
i  i i Ž . iMore precisely, let 1 s r, A  A for 1 i s, and A  At
1
for s i r with isomorphisms  , and let G A1  Ar. For 1 i
Ž .n r t
 1  s write  rj k where 0 j t
 1 and where 0 k r
if j t
 1 and 0 k s if j t
 1, and define
   1 k k1 rX  A   A  A   A .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . j1 j1 j j
Then 1 X    X G is a strongly smooth chain.1 n
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Proof. This is an easy induction which we omit since it can be done
Ž Ž . Ž . .literally the same way replacing  A by A as in the special casej  j
Ž  .that A is cyclic see 3, p. 265 .
LEMMA 4. If 1 A    A  A is a strongly smooth chain in the0 t
p-group A such that A is elementary abelian and t 2m, then G A Bm
is strongly smooth for eery finite elementary abelian p-group B.
Proof. Let 1 B    B  B be a maximal chain in B and define1 s
G  A for 1 im, G  A  B for 1 j s, and G  A  Bi i mj m j k k
s
for m s k t s n. Let i, r	 such that i r n. If rm s,
then since t 2m we have im and hence
G G  A  B A  A  BG .Ž .ir i ir
s i r
s r
If rm s, then G G is elementary abelian. This is clear if im orir i
i rm s since GG and G are elementary abelian, and ifm ms
im and i rm s, then r s and as above G G G .ir i r
We only have to apply these lemmas to our examples to obtain the
desired lower bounds.
THEOREM 3. Let p be a prime. For eery integer m 2 there exists a
Ž .   2 m
1group G	 T m, p such that G  p . If m is diisible by 3 or if p 2
Ž .   2 mand m is een, then there exists G	 T m, p such that G  p .
Proof. Suppose first that p 2. Then if m 2 r is even, Lemma 3
Ž .shows that a direct product G of r copies of the group S in i of Lemma 2
has a strongly smooth chain 1 X    X G with X elemen-1 2 m 2 r
Ž .   2 mtary abelian and X nonabelian. So G	 T m, p and G  p , and,2 r1
Ž . 2 m
1of course, X 	 T m, p has order p . Now Lemma 4 shows that2 m
1
Ž .   2Ž m1.
1G C 	 T m 1, p and, clearly, G C  p . Finally, if mp p
Ž .3s is divisible by 3, then a direct product of s copies of the group T in ii
Ž . 2 mof Lemma 2 lies in T m, p and has order p .
Ž .For p 2, the first assertion of the theorem is shown by iii of Lemma
2. The second one again follows from Lemma 3, applied to the group M in
Ž .iv of Lemma 2.
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